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FLEXING
BOUNDARIES

TECTONIC STRATEGIES
FOR THE
MULTI-GENERATIONAL HOME

In the near future, a large percentage of the
human population will have to relocate due to
an ever changing climate. This will create both
short-term and long-term housing needs. To
support this shift, our cities will be forced to
modify their current use of spaces so that they
may accommodate an increasing population and
their ever-changing needs. So, is there a way
to design homes specifically to make increased
population density not only bearable, but
enjoyable? This project seeks to design non-load
bearing modules that provide both partitions
and furniture. The modules should be easy to
manipulate so occupants have the freedom to
readapt and shape their spaces to meet their
changing needs.
To follow the development of this project,, scan
the QR code to the designer’s LinkedIn profile.
The profile will provide the URL.
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MATERIAL PERMANANCE + EPHERMAL NEEDS

INFLUENTIAL
CONDITIONS

Whether sudden or gradual, climate change will
cause affected populations to migrate. Existing
cities must be prepared to expand, contract, or
reshape to accommodate for these fluctuations
in population size, as we can assume that some
portion of the displaced people will seek long-term
settlement; in other words, housing. These new
conditions will create special problems inviting
architectural solutions making vacant spaces more
useful or density more comfortable.
Even if the priority of this shift in population is
long-term housing, this should not necessarily
encourage the architect to focus on the permanence
of the structure. Instead, there are a variety of
temporal considerations that need to be addressed.
One of those is the way that our societies have
inflicted long-term damage on the natural
environment, through overuse of natural resources
and limited repurposing of forms. One factor
contributing to this is that humans have always
needed housing, but over time this housing has
been ever evolving, sometimes over the course
of days, and sometimes over the course of one’s
life. This constant evolution has led to wasting
of resources. One solution for this is producing
modular designs that can allow people to change
their living environment as needed without
replacing key components or changing locations
just to find a more suitable floor plan.
Consider the lifespan of one family as an example;
a couple, a family, kids grow up, kids move out,
elderly or handicapped grandparents move in,
etc. Most of the time, people who can afford it will
relocate to adapt to these changes, or at least,
simply buy new furniture. Large scale change in
occupancy emerged during the pandemic, resulting
in large scale vacancies in commercial buildings

that used to house hotels, retail stores, and office
spaces. There is a chance that these spaces will not
be able to return to their old use. This is a salient
example of how architecture can leave a longlasting material footprint, but that human needs
are inherently ephemeral.
This project proposes to design a prefabricated,
non-load bearing interior wall system that
can mutate. The construction scheme for the
proposed wall system is built upon the idea of
using sustainable building materials and methods
to address the long-term need for resilient
architectures, while the shifting nature of the walls’
assembly will accommodate the changing nature of
the occupants’ needs.
The goal is to make it easier for people to live in a
sustainable way, by adapting their current living
environment; instead of relocating, remodeling,
or updating their furniture. At the very least, it
should make living in a smaller space feel less
punitive. In this way, designing for the long-term
does not necessarily mean the design has to be
physically fixed. This project attempts to parse
apart permanent from enduring, and fleeting from
shifting. The architect’s role in this project is to
utilize their expertise in ergonomic dimensions/
elevation, construction, materials and assembly
and aesthetics, without prescribing a program or
lifestyle for the occupant. This wall system is meant
to both accommodate and empower different types
of occupants throughout many stages during their
life.
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MODULARITY
THE SLEEPING CABINET
The origin point for this project is when I came
across Perkins and Will’s modular sleeping unit,
“DOME” during the spring of 2020. I begin with this
project because it covers the majority of the themes
that shaped this project.
1) Its overall square footage may be large for a
furniture piece, but is quite small for a private
room. And yet, its dimensions are so thoroughly
planned that the space still answers the needs for
storage, standing space, and sleeping space.
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THEMES + PRECEDENTS
WALL AS AGENT

2) Its adjustable fabric canopy creates a flexible
boundary between private and public space that is
easily controlled by the inhabitant. This flexibility
intuits the human needs for both openness and
closeness. This flexing or adjusting of the bundary
is enabled a simple movement from the inhabitant
(pulling the canopy over them).

3) These modules are organized in a way that
acknowledges the human needs for boundaries, or
even neighborhoods. The scale of social space. They
have created these little neighborhoods with the
sleeping units.
They are also organized this way because they
are structuraly connected to each other. The beds
together making a crossbeam, braced by the
cabinets.
DOME (2019)
LOS ANGELES, CA
PERKINS & WILL
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WALL AS AGENT
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PLANES

WALL AS AGENT
SOCIALIZING + MOVING

Recesses, corners
folds that redirect
circulation paths.

SOLID
SERVING HATCH
TRANSACTIONS

Horizontal planes
that encourage
scaling the wall.

SOLID
DOORWAY
JOINING

Because the term “wall” is used so commonly and
generally, let’s narrow down what space-making
aspects of a wall this project focuses on:

1) If we define the “wall” simply as a barrier
between inhabitants, the material opacity of and
openings in a wall, inflict expectations for their
social behaviors Is the opening big enough for
someone to move through (i.e a door)? Or does
the opening allow people to interact face to face,
without being in the same room? Does the wall’s
material allow people to vocally interact or only see
each other like spectators?
2) If we define the the “wall” as a vertically planar
boundary the shape of a wall, and the planes

adjacent to it, determine how we move around and
along the wall. Are the objects near or part of the
wall tiered, like steps? Or are they stacked vertically,
like shelves? Are objects oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the wall? Is the wall a smooth
continuous plane or does it portrusions or recesses
along it?

3) Apart from their orientation, the height and
distance of these spatial planes from floor or wall
implicate specific kinetic activities. For example,
certain activities, like food prepping, requires
more elbow room than eating, and therefore is
more convenient to accomplish while standing at a
counter-height surface, instead of sitting at a dining
table.

Horizontal planes
that encourage
sitting and

TRANSPARENT

socializing along

NO OPENING

the wall.

SPECTATING

Horizontal planes
that encourage
storing into the wal.l

POROUS
NO OPENING
VOCAL INTERACTION
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PRECEDENTS
MAXIMIZING WALL USE AND BUILT-IN TRANSITIONS

PRECEDENTS
MAXIMIZING WALL USE AND BUILT-IN TRANSITIONS

The sectional perspective drawing from Amelyn
Ng’s 2014 “Hotel Project: An Apparatus For
Agency” illustrates an interior designed to adapt
to people with different types of schedules and
vocations. While not challenging the way people
stand or sit, it shows different ways people can
move in between spaces. The interior elevation also
demonstrates how to maximize the use of a wall to
accomodate for a small square footage.
MANN RESIDENCE (2011)

AMHERST, MA

RK STUDIOS ARCHITECTURE

Inspired by chashitsu tea-room spaces, Douglas
Wan’s Melbourne apartment uses shifting planes
to signify a transition in the program. The kitchen
area is slightly raised from the original floor. The
living area is on an even higher platform, but the
occupant must step down from the kitchen level to
access it.

Spatial transitions are also signified by the
treatment of planes in Ray Kinoshita Mann’s
residence in Amherst, MA. The kitchen island, for
example, functions as a long continuous horizontal
plane. The opposite ends, being different heights
from the floor, make one end ideal for food
prepping and one end ideal for sitting. A single step
in the floor in the middle of the island is enough to
account for this shift.
The library wall is one of the best examples of how
a wall functions as a space-making agent; the two
openings, separated by a beam, allow people to
move through it and see each other from different
floor levels, while the sliding ladder allows for
movement along it. When used and occupied, the
shelving increases the wall’s material thickness.

PRIVLEGED GUEST VIEW: HOTEL ROOM SECTION
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MICRO-STUDIO APARTMENT (2019)

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

DOUGLA WAN

HOTEL PROJECT (2014)

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

1:20 TYPICAL LOFT MODULE: A DETAIL SECTION

AMELYN NG
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TECTONICS + KINETICS
STUDIES

TECTONICS + KINETICS
ZONES THAT EXPAND AND CONTRACT
My intent was to make parts of the modular
wall kinetic, which provoked many questions;
which parts of the wall should be maneuverable
and to what degree? What parts make sense to
be fixed and stationary? How do we incorporate
movement into the wall-manipulation without
making it too exterting? How can we best
design these structures to be stable when some
parts are kinetic?

MOTION: UNFOLD

Michael K. Chen Architecture’s “5:1” apartment
both integrated and compacted the “functional
and spatial elements for living, working,
sleeping, dressing, entertaining” through the
use of two sliding storage walls. In this case, the
wall is a voluminous boundary that contains
and shifts the program in the apartment; the TV
screen pivots, the murphy bed folds out, sliding
doors sheath and unsheath both office space
and the bar. The sliding of one of the storage
units signals the transition between nighttime
to daytime, social to solitary time.

PURPOSE: TABLE

MOTION: SLIDE

MOTION: SLOT

PURPOSE: FIXED

PURPOSE: SUPPORT

MOTION: SLIDE
PURPOSE: UNFIXED
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5:1 APARTMENT (2015)

NEW YORK CITY, NY

MICHAEL K. CHEN ARCHITECTURE
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SETTING UP A FRAMEWORK
FOLD + SLIDE + REORIENT
My studies led to designing a small catalog of
interior walls that used tectonics to adapt to
changing needs, while saving space. I stuck with
a small suite of space-saving and space-making
moves;

1) FOLDING + UNFOLDING.
This was used for components that took up crucial
space but were only necessary for several times
throughout the day. This movement often required
metal hinges.

2) SLIDING (IN/OUT OR SIDE TO SIDE)
These components did not necessarily need to be
stored away, but usually needed to move to adapt to
a different spatial arrangement.
3) MULTIPLE ORIENTATIONS /USES.
Components that could not be kinetic had to at
least be usable in more than one way or available
from multiple sides.

FULL-SCALE
PROTOTYPE

I built a full-scale prototype of the first wall I
designed; the “Social Task Wall”. It has five main
components; a shelving unit, a bench, a crossbeam,
and two 20” x 96” table tops that make a dining
table when placed side-by-side.
The table is the most kinetic piece of the wall–
sliding L-shaped brackets and wooden dowels
allow the table to spin from an upright vertical
position to its table position. Dado joints on each
of the inner halves of the table allow the leaves
to slide along its length but lock the leaves from
pulling apart along their width.
The crossbeam supports the table when it is folded
down, while the bench and shelving unit keep the

entire structure stable during the unfolding and
folding of the table, like a tripod. The shelving unit
is usable from opposite sides of the cross-beam.
The dimensions of the bench allow the inside to be
used as storage or a pet-hovel.
In terms of designating boundaries, the length of
the crossbeam takes the place of a wall-boundary.
However, if the table is folded down and split,
another boundary is insinuated along that
centerline. The table would be split in case the
occupants need an L-shaped table configuration, or
to accommodate for different activities happening
on opposite ends of the table.
In regards to materials, I used plywood for
parts that required dimensional stability (less
expansions and contraction) and hardwood for the
parts required to take on the greatest directional
load (i.e the table legs). While metal is better for
kinetic structures, wood is more aesthetically and
tactilely pleasing.
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SOCIAL/TASK MODULAR UNIT
FULL-SCALE PROTOTYPE
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SOCIAL/TASK MODULAR UNIT
FULL-SCALE PROTOTYPE
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SOCIAL/TASK MODULAR UNIT
KINETICS AND TECTONICS

SOCIAL/TASK MODULAR UNIT
KINETICS AND TECTONICS

TABLE IS MEANT TO BE FOLDED UP WHEN THE CROSS
BEAMS RUNS ACROSS THE MIDDLE OF THE TABLE. THE
COUNTER WEIGHT CAUSES THE TABLE TO THE TABLE
TO TIP NATURALLY, SAVING THE USER THE EFFORT OF
LIFTING THE TABLE’S FULL WEIGHT.

The kinetics of the table alter the
implied axes in a space.
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OFFICE + HALLWAY
DEFINING BOUNDARIES BETWEEN SOCIAL AND SOLITARY

Sound-proof meeting booth

Lattice allows for shelving and desks’

Handrail is fastened to lattice with a

height and length to be flexible.

translucsent material sandwiched in
between.

The desks are split up into modular

WALL CATALOG

shelves. To extend the shelf into a desk,

3 ft

6 ft

9 ft

12 ft

pull out the piece underneath the top
shelf.
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PRACTICE

PRACTICE

PUBLIC/ PRIVATE WALLS
INUITING TRANSITIONS THROUGH SHIFTING PLANES

5:1 BEDROOM NOOK
DEFINING BOUNDARIES BETWEEN SOCIAL AND SOLITARY

The full-size loft creates a little room for
a twin-sized cot that slides underneath
Both the sliding and fixed wall are positioned around

the murphy bed-wall.

a fixed platform queen-size daybed. The platform
has storage built into it. When compressed, these
modules designate a public living space, but when
expanded, they designate a private bedroom.

The fixed wall contains a murphy bed,
storage, and an extendable privacy
partition that connects to the sliding wall.

The sliding wall has two layers;
3 ft

6 ft

9 ft

12 ft

one consists of open shelving

A full-sized bed is lofted and is high

and retractable backrest for the

enough to allow some private space in

sofa. The other contains a vanity

the 5-1 sleeping nook.

3 ft

6 ft

9 ft

12 ft

and a TV for the bedroom.
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ROW HOUSE ELEVATION
FLEXING BOUNDARIES

5:1 BEDROOM NOOK

ROW HOUSE ELEVATION
FLEXING BOUNDARIES

OFFICE + HALLWAY

SOCIAL/TASK WALL

To demonstrate the use and adaptability of these interior walls, we arranged them in a typical rowhouse floor plan (16 ft x 45 ft). We knocked out all the solid walls except for those related to the
bathroom and the kitchen (i.e all the utility walls). The result is a multi-generational apartment, with
boundaries that flex for different uses through different points in the apartment’s lifetime.
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